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Figure 1: FusePrint fabrication process. User wants to create a penholder; its shape is designed with the reference of physical
objects, and projected through the bottom of the container holding the resin and physical objects (pens). The projected shape
solidifies, resulting in being perfectly matched to the objects.
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FusePrint is a Stereolithography-based 2.5D rapid
prototyping technique that allows high-precision fabrication
without high-end modeling tools, enabling the mixing of
everyday physical artifacts and liquid conductive gels with
photo-reactive resin during the printing process, facilitating
the creation of 2.5D objects that perfectly fit the existing
objects. Based on our polynomial model on 2.5D resin
printing, we developed the design interface of FusePrint,
which allows users to design the printed shapes using
physical objects as references, generates projection patterns,
and notifies users when to place the objects in the resin
during the printing process. Our workshops suggested that
FusePrint is easy to learn and use, provides a greater level
of interactivity, and could be useful for a wide range of
applications domains including: mechanical fabrication,
wearable accessory, toys, interactive systems, etc.
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INTRODUCTION

The popularity of 3D printing technology has significantly
boosted personal fabrication in the past decade. Although
3D printing has become increasingly precise, using it to
create objects that can tightly fit with real-world artifacts
can still be challenging [8] despite the availability of tools
to create 3D models from existing objects, such as
CADScan’s Cubik® 3D scanner [6] and MakerBot’s
Digitizer [21]. This is because physical objects can have
complex geometric structures (e.g., an internal screw
thread). While fitting objects within a simpler structure,
such as a cube, is theoretically easy, in practice, daily wear
and tear may transform parts or the whole of that simple
object into a more complex shape/texture, increasing the
difficulty of modeling. High-end 3D scanning devices [1]
can achieve greater precision, but they are usually costly
and less accessible for hobbyists.
Even if a perfect 3D model can be created, much of the
printing process in current low-cost 3D printers may
introduce additional errors due to the difficulty in
calibration(e.g., it can be difficult to 3D-print the details of
an internal screw thread in an object to tightly fit the
existing screws). These factors could result in a long chain
of trial-and-error attempts with current 3D printers to
produce objects that fit existing artifacts well.
One way to print objects (e.g., an internal thread) that can
tightly fit existing artifacts (e.g., an external screw thread)
is to leverage existing artifacts as a mold so that the printing

material in contact with the artifact can naturally fit to its
shape and texture. This implies that the printer needs to be
able to tolerate the insertion of arbitrary objects during the
printing process (before the printing material is solidified)
without causing too much interference to the construction
of the intended 3D model. Shape Deposition Manufacturing
(SDM) [24] provides the possibility of embedding
actuators, sensors and other pre-fabricated functional
components inside the product. However, SDM still
requires the fabrication of molds that precisely fit the
embedded parts, which leads to ad-hoc tolerance
optimization by novice users [15]. To fabricate parts for
well-fitting assembly, current SDM processes often requires
users to amend the original models in an ad-hoc manner for
optimal tolerance, making the entire process time-and-cost
consuming for novice users [29].
The current 3D-printing process (i.e., Fused Deposition
Modeling – FDM [9], Stereolithography – SLA [14], and
Selective Laser Sintering – SLS [10]) do not support the
insertion of physical objects in the printing process. While
inserting physical objects may obstruct the printing head for
FDM or the laser beam for SLS, SLA leverages the usage
of the liquid resin that can be cured gradually using light
sources, thus it becomes theoretically possible to mix it
with existing objects to produce the desirable molding
effect. However, “introducing objects into the resin while
the printer is running can damage the resin tank,” and
“may also interrupt the printing process”; therefore,
existing SLA 3D printer manufacturers (e.g., Formlabs [11])
clearly declare that “mixing anything into the resin” is
neither supported nor recommended [12]. In addition,
testing with commercial SLA/DLP printers, although
possible, requires modifying its setup to clear the space
above the resin occupied by the building plate, thus it is
non-trivial without any technical detail from the companies.
To support such capability, the printing process adopted by
existing SLA printers needs to be carefully modified and
tested. In this paper, we present our first effort to enable the
capability of inserting existing artifacts with FusePrint, a
DIY SLA-based 2.5D printing technique that allows for the
mixture of everyday physical artifacts as well as liquid
conductive gel with the photo-reactive resin during the
printing process, making it much easier to create 2.5D
objects that tightly fit with the existing objects and thereby
offering interactivity. Using FusePrint, one can simply
place an external screw thread or a cup, for example, into
the photo-reactive resin during the printing process to print
an internal thread or a cup holder that perfectly matches the
shape of the inserted objects. In addition, by mixing liquid
conductive gel with the resin, one can print customized
touch-sensitive interactive objects that can detect multi‐
touch points as well as gestures.
As a first attempt, our DIY FusePrint technique still has a
few limitations: it only permits the printing of 2.5D objects

instead of true 3D objects, and the printing quality of the
2.5D object has a less polished finishing as compared with
higher-end commercial products. However, with the new
capability to include existing objects in the printing process
without the requirement of prior modeling, FusePrint opens
up new possibilities for personal fabrication and is already
useful as a rapid prototyping tool for a wide range of
applications domains.
The contribution of this work is threefold:





A new SLA-based fabrication technique that can
integrate everyday artifacts into the printing process to
produce 2.5D models that easily fit various shapes and
sizes without high-end modelling tools.
Experimental investigation to find the parameters for
controlling the resin curing process using a Digital
Light Processing (DLP) projector.
A workshop study showing FusePrint’s effectiveness
and the various application scenarios that leverage the
unique capabilities of our technique.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Our design of FusePrint was inspired by the working
principles of SLA 3D printers, the existing research in
Human-Computer Interaction on integrating physical
objects with 3D printing, and 3D printed interactive objects.
We summarize key related work in these areas below.
Personal Fabrication with Existing Object

Researchers have long discovered the advantages of mixing
existing artifacts with 3D created objects and have
developed various tools to facilitate this process. For
example, MixFab is a mixed-reality environment for
personal fabrication, which allows users to create models
by placing physical objects in the workspace [8]. KidCAD
allows children to combine the 2.5D shape of their toys to
create new 3D models for printing [27]. In CopyCAD, users
can reuse 2D shapes in a CNC milling setting [28].
Constructable extends the 2D contour reuse by copying
textures to workpieces [30]: a camera takes a photo of the
texture and transfers it on the part using a laser-cutter.
Enclosed [7] uses electronic components as handles and
size references during enclosure design. It automatically
adds cutouts to the enclosure patterns so that the
components can be mounted. Printed Optics [16] adopted
the shape-deposition-based process that still requires the
detailed 3D models of embedded components. Similarly,
the FDM-based Voxel8 [31] enables the fabrication of
conductive circuit, but it still needs ad-hoc tolerance
adjustment to integrate electronics.
More recently, Gannon et al. developed Tactum [20], which
enables the design of 3D models for wearable accessories
based on body shape. A review on rapid prototyping using
laser-based, nozzle-based, and printer-based systems in the
field of bioengineering shows how to combine 3D printed
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sstructures with
h the human body [3]. Ch
hen et al. [32]
pproposed Enco
ore, an FDM-b
based 3D printiing technique to
aaugment every
yday objects in three way
ys: printed-oveer,
aaffixed, and interlocked. ReF
Form [35] leveeraged the usag
ge
oof malleable clay
c
to allow users to creaate physical 3D
3
m
models in a bi-directional
b
way, and thee physical clay
m
models can be
b scanned an
nd exported for
f 3D printin
ng
ffabrication. It supported
s
the usage
u
of mark
kers and physiccal
oobjects as the annotation of modeling. In
n SPATA [36
6],
W
Weichel et al. developed
d two techn
nology-enhanced
m
measuring toolls, allowing users to transfeer the geometrric
innformation of physical objeccts into 3D mo
odels. Teibrich et
aal. [37] presen
nted a 3D-prin
nting techniqu
ue that supporrts
ddirect modificaations (i.e. add
dition and sub
btraction) on th
he
aalready-printed
d objects using
g 3D scanning
g, to reduce th
he
w
waste of the maaterial because of the failuress in fabrication.
IIn all mention
ned work abo
ove, researcheers have main
nly
ffocused on usin
ng physical ob
bjects in the modeling
m
processs.
A
As previously mentioned, th
he modeling prrocess itself can
bbe tedious by requiring extrra measuring tools,
t
and erro
ors
ccould still occu
ur during the sccanning and th
he manufacturin
ng
pprocess due to the non-perfecct hardware im
mplementation of
F
FDM 3D printters. While En
ncore is the most relevant an
nd
ccompetitive rellated work, Fu
usePrint distinguishes itself as
thhe fitting proccess of Encoree assumes thatt “models of th
he
eexisting and th
he new objects have been acquired using 3D
3
sscanning, or created from scratch”. Th
he Print-to-afffix
technique of Encore
E
requirres expert useers to model a
cconnector “thaat matches th
he surface geeometry of th
he
eexisting object”, while in Fu
usePrint, the reeal world objeect
sserve as a mold
d, which elimiinates 3D scan
nning, and solv
ves
thhe problem of matching the surface geometry an
nd
m
modeling the co
onnector.
3
3D Printed Inte
eractive Objec
ct

D
Different apprroaches have been explorred in printin
ng
ffunctional actu
uators and sen
nsors with FD
DM 3D printerrs.
IIshiguro et al. [34] proposed
d the technolog
gy for designin
ng

(c)

manufacturing iinteractive 3D printed speakkers, where
and m
sound reproduction ccan be integrated into variouss objects at
the dessign stage andd little assemblly is required. The same
group further develooped Printed Optics [16], a nnew type of
3D prrinted object that enables sensing, dissplay, and
illuminnation elementts to be directlyy embedded inn the casing
or mecchanical structture of an interractive device. Recently,
Laput et al. [13] devveloped Accousstruments, a tyype of lowcost, ppassive, and powerless m
mechanisms foor creating
interacctive mobile aaccessories, baased on the principle of
wind innstruments.
FusePrrint shares thhe vision of 3D printed interactive
objectss. Compared to these existinng efforts withh FDM 3D
printinng, FusePrint hhas adopted tthe process off SLA 3D
printinng, and we leveeraged the usagge of liquid ressin and also
exploreed the designn option of m
mixing conducttive gel to
create 2.5D interactivve objects thatt can support m
multi-touch
interacction.
FUSEP
PRINT
FuseP
Print Setup

With F
FusePrint, we aimed to creeate a DIY prrocess that
could create objectss to fit existing objects. A
As a DIY
techniqque developedd for hobbyistss, we had thee following
design requirements for FusePrint:
1) Thhe system is sim
mple to setup aand easy to maaintain.
2) Thhe cost is minim
mized by usingg existing toolss.
3) Thhe printing proocess is easy to learn and perfform.
With thhese requiremeents, we develooped a DIY settup (Figure
2) withh four main ccomponents: a mobile tablett for shape
designiing, a light soource using ann existing Opptoma DLP
projecttor (model = E
EH1060; brighhtness value = 0; contrast
value = 0), a resin container, andd a computer. The DLP
projecttor is mountedd in the acrylicc case, projectiing upward
to the container filleed with photo--reactive resin.. The resin
containner is placed onn the acrylic pllate above the pprojector.
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Fiigure 3: Examp
ple of designing a penholder
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Techniical experimennt on 2.5D Resiin Printing, wee describe a
simplee procedure andd a template fo
formula to helpp hobbyists
and reesearchers deriive the mathem
matical modells for their
specifiic setup.
FuseP
Print Process
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4 Light pattern
ns to print a hallf sphere.
Figure 4:

T
The base of the
t resin was made of flex
xible silicon, to
ffacilitate easy-removal of th
he printed shap
pes. To achiev
ve
m
maximum illum
mination, the distance
d
betweeen the projecttor
aand the resin co
ontainer is set to be the miniimum projectio
on
ddistance of thee projector model (22 cm in our setup). Th
he
ccomputer is connected
c
to the projector to control th
he
pprojected imagees to create objjects layer by layer.
l
T
To reduce costt and complexiity in our first attempt, we did
d
nnot include the z-axis linear actuators
a
to enable 3D printin
ng
tyypically equipp
ped by existing
g SLA printerss. As a result, th
he
ccurrent setup only
o
supports the printing of
o 2.5D objects.
T
These objects are
a often greatly preferred for
f CNC millin
ng
aand can be used to create a laarge number off useful parts. In
aaddition, any 3D
3 object can
n be composed
d using multip
ple
22.5D objects, att least in theory
y.
T
To print a 2.5D
D object, one can
c shine a sequence of slid
des
thhrough a DLP
P projector to the appropriate region of th
he
rresin to cure the resin layer by
y layer. For ex
xample, to printt a
hhalf sphere (Fig
gure 3b), one can
c shine the sequence
s
of lig
ght
ppatterns in Figu
ure 3a to the resin.
r
To contrrol the thickneess
oof a printed layer,
l
one neeeds to carefu
ully control th
he
inntensity of thee light source and
a duration in
n which the ressin
is cured under it. While com
mmercial printters have pre-sset
vvalues to achieeve optimal priinting results specific
s
for theeir
pprinter hardwarre, the relationsship equation for
f a DIY settin
ng
nneeds to be dettermined by ussers themselvees. In the sectio
on

The ooverall processs of printingg a 2.5D obj
bject using
FusePrrint consists off the followingg steps (Figure 1): A user
first neeeds to specifyy the shape of the printed objject and its
dimenssion in a m
modeling softw
ware; the system then
translaates the modell into a sequence of imagess in which
each im
mage is a cross-section of a 2.5D model reepresenting
a layerr of that objecct needing to bbe printed. Acccording to
the heiight of the layer, the image iis set with diffferent light
intensiity values. Eacch image will be shined intoo the resin
for a prre-calculated dduration to ensuure the printedd object has
the dessirable shape annd height.
We deesigned and im
mplemented a software appllication for
FusePrrint which coontains a webb-based sketchh interface
allowinng users to dessign the 2.5D ppatterns on mobbile tablets
(Figuree 2a) and a plug-in for M
Microsoft Pow
werPoint to
generaate projection patterns basedd on the desiggn of 2.5D
shapess. To create a 22.5D model suuch as a cone, users first
need too draw the botttom shape of thhe object in thee canvas of
the skeetch interface,, which suppoorts basic shappe drawing
and freeehand drawingg, as shown Figgure2a.
In the second step, tthe user activaates the canvass in the top
view w
where our softtware automatiically creates ttwo clones
of the design in the bottom view (one for editinng and the
other ffor reference). As shown in Figure 4b, thhe user can
resize the top shapee with the refe
ference of botttom shape.
While editing the sshapes in bottoom view and top view,
users aare allowed too use physicall objects as reeference to
assist ttheir shape dessign. Figure 4cc shows a user employing
two m
marker pens to assist him in resizing the sshape for a
stationnary holder, to eensure enoughh space for statiionaries.

Figure 5: Slidees generated by our MS PowerrPoint plugin for
printing a penholder.

(a)

(b)

(cc)

F
Figure 7: (a) priinted pen holdeer (b) the bottom
m of a
maarker pen (c) th
he texture impriinted on the sub
bstrate

then coonverts the moodel into a sequuence of slidess (Figure 5)
and auutomatically seets the duratioon in which eeach image
will bee projected intoo the resin to foorm the desirabble effect.

Figure 6: Pla
acing physical pens
p
into the ressin during the
printing
p
processs of a pen holdeer

A
After designing
g the shapes for
fo bottom view
w and top view
w,
thhe user can switch to the side
s
view wheere the interfaace
hhelps the user to
t design the height
h
of the prrinted shape. Th
he
uuser draws two
o strokes to ind
dicate the bottom and the top of
thhe printed objject (Figure 4d
d), and the sofftware generattes
tw
wo straight lin
nes according to the sizes of
o the shapes in
bbottom and top
p views and th
he positions off the two strok
kes
m
made by the user.
u
The vertiical distance between
b
the tw
wo
sstraight lines indicates
i
the height
h
of the 2.5D
2
object. As
A
sshown in Figurre 4d, the user can utilize ph
hysical objects to
hhelp the design
n of the height.
T
To facilitate th
he object placcement, the sk
ketch applicatio
on
pprovides a “Pllace Objects” button. To sp
pecify where to
innsert an object, the user can
n toggle the insertion mode by
b
cclicking this bu
utton and draw
w a new stroke (in red) between
bbottom and top
p lines to indicate the location
n of the inserted
oobject. As shown in Figure 4e, the user can
c again utilize
pphysical objectts as a reference to indicatte the height to
pplace objects (rred line indicattes the height to
t place objectss).
T
The system wiill automaticallly calculate th
he layer and th
he
tiime in which the object caan be inserted
d in the printin
ng
pprocess. During
g the printing process,
p
the sy
ystem pauses th
he
pprinting and alert
a
the userr to insert th
he object when
ccorresponding layer
l
is reached.
A
After specifyin
ng the inform
mation for the height and th
he
oobject insertion
n, the user can
n then design the
t slopes of th
he
pprinted object by sketching to
t connect the bottom and th
he
toop lines, as sh
hown in Figuree 4f. Lastly, the user clicks th
he
““Export” butto
on, and the system analyzes the design an
nd
ccalculates the number
n
of inteerval layers that are needed to
bbe printed baseed on the desig
gn of the slopee and the heigh
ht.
O
Our algorithm automatically generates one interval layer in
eevery 2 mm beetween the botttom and the top
t lines (Figu
ure
44g) shows the side view of th
he generated laayers and Figu
ure
44h shows the top
t view). Thee shape in thaat layer is scaled
aaccording to itss distance from
m the bottom lin
ne. The program
m

To prinnt the object, tthe user just pllays the slides which will
be proojected into thhe resin. Thee red slide inn Figure 5
indicattes the momeent the physiccal object neeeds to be
inserteed by the user. When the sliddes turn red, thhe printing
proces s is paused, sinnce the resin w
would not be cuured in red
light sppectrum. Therrefore, the useer can place thhe physical
objectss in the resin (Figure 6) annd continue thhe printing.
The reest of the projeection slides coontinue the prrinting, and
“engraave” detailed ppatterns on thhe bottom surfface of the
object in the printed pproduct, as shoown in Figure 77b & 7c.
Once tthe printing pprocess is com
mplete, there aare further
steps too follow to poost-process the printed result. The postproces sing stage (Figgure 2c) contaains a washingg container,
UV ligght box, and saand paper. Sim
milar to post-proocessing in
SLA 33D printing, thhe user gently peels the moddel off the
containner base, washhes off the remaaining liquid rresin on the
model surface, applies UV exposuure by putting the printed
part in the box with a 30W UV lighht tube for 3 m
minutes, and
finally sands the surrface of the m
model to achievve the best
surfacee result.
A 30W
W UV light tubbe can be easilyy for less than ten dollars
from A
Amazon. Figuure 7a shows the final prodduct of the
penhollder using the ggenerated imagges in Figure 5.
Additio
onal Usage Sc
cenario

Dependding on varioous needs, onee can place thhe physical
object at different sttages of the pprinting process to create
differeent effects. Whhen the physicaal object is plaaced at the
beginnning of the priinting process,, it will resultt in a hole
fitting the object’s contour in thhe final printeed product.
Holes can also be forrmed by embedding a mold oof the reallife obbject in the reesin. For exam
mple, one coulld create a
mold oof his/her fingger with paperr/plastics/clay (which are
highly accessible) annd place the m
mold in the resiin, creating
a well--fitting ring (F
Figure 8). The close-up view
w in Figure
8d speecifically show
ws that there iss little space between the
ring annd the finger, inndicating a goood fit.
Anotheer interesting application off FusePrint is the ability
for useers to place scrrews in the liqquid resin (Figgure 9a), so
the ressin can be cureed around the sscrew, and creaate internal
threadss that tightly fiit the particularr type of screw
ws without

(a)
(

(b)

Figu
ure 10: Print a ttouch sensor witth the mixture of photonductive gel.
reactivve resin and con
(c)
(

(d)

Figure 8: (a) usser made a mod
del of the fingerr using a plastic
w
wrapper (b) thee plastic wrappeer is placed in the
t resin during
g
prrinting (c) the prrinted ring fits nicely to the fin
nger (d) top dow
wn
t ring.
view of the

Figurre 11: Experimeent data on the effect of projecction color
and time on
n the height of p
printed objects.
(a)
(b
b)
Figure 9: Print
P
a screw th
hread (a) a physsical screw is
placed in the resin to createe the internal sttructure for a
b) the screw can
n tightly fit into the thread
thread (b

m
measuring and modeling (Fig
gure 9b). By mixing
m
the phottorreactive resin and
a conductivee gel, we can create conductiv
ve
oobjects that can
n be used as caapacitance-baseed touch sensorrs,
aas shown in Fig
gure 10. Differrent shapes resu
ulted in differeent
cconductivities and further achieved diffferent touchin
ng
ssensitivities; th
hus a unique touch ID can
n be assigned a
pparticular objecct. In addition
n, the printed parts can deteect
thhe number of touch
t
points, facilitating
f
the design of multitoouch interactio
on.
T
TECHNICAL EXPERIMENT ON
O 2.5D RESIN
N PRINTING

T
To investigate the feasibility
y of DLP-based
d 2.5D printin
ng,
w
we experimented on how thee length of lig
ght exposure an
nd
thhe color of thee projected patttern could affeect the thickneess
oof the printed object.
o
In the fiirst trial set, wee fixed the dep
pth
oof the liquid reesin at 2.5cm. We varied the RGB value of
thhe projected co
olor from gray
y (127, 127, 127
7) to white (25
55,
2255, 255). The resin was exp
posed in light projection
p
with
h4
ddifferent duratiions: 3 minutees, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, an
nd
115 minutes. Wee collected 28 data
d in total.
E
Experiment Re
esults

A
As shown in Fiigure 11, the height
h
of the prrinted object has
h
a positive correelation with thee RGB value off the projected

color. With the samee projection coolor, the heighht increases
along w
with the increm
ment of the lenggth of light expposure.
We furrther fitted thesse experimentaal data into a m
multivariate
3-degrree polynomiaal model (Equuation 1) to ppredict the
height of the printedd object (h) wiith a particularr setting of
the graayness of projeected color (c)) and durationn (t). Based
on the relationship am
mong printed hheight, projecteed duration,
and pprojected coloor, as shownn in Equatioon 1, the
PowerP
Point plug-in ccomputes the ccolor of the object and the
advancce timing of thhe slides givenn the height sppecified by
the useer in the sketchh interface. Nooted that Equaation 1 was
derivedd from the em
mpirical data ccollected usingg the setup
specifiication described in FusePrinnt Setup sectioon, thus the
factorss might changge if the set-upp is modified. With this
consid eration, we designed the Pow
werPoint plug--in to allow
researcchers to input ttheir own expeerimental data and derive
the suit
itable multivariiate polynomiaal equation.
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Equatiion 1: Polynom
mial model of thee effect of projeection color
(c) and tim
me (t) on the prin
nted height (h)..

Time
(minute)

10
5
15
8
12

Calculated
C
Color
(R, G, B)

(15
52,152,152)
(24
49,249,249)
(21
12,212,212)
(25
52,252,252)
(25
55,255,255)

Designed
Height
(mm)

Printed
P
Height
H
(mm)

Erro
or
(mm
m)

6
10
15
17
24

5..93
9..35
14
4.23
17
7.66
24
4.42

0.07
0.65
0.77
0.66
0.42

Table
T
1: Validattion of Equation
n1
V
Validation of Mathematical
M
Model
M
for 2.5D
D Printing

W
We performed
d a validatio
on experimen
nt to test our
o
m
mathematical model
m
and the PowerPoint plug-in
p
for 2.5
5D
of
rresin printing. We randomlly picked 5 combinations
c
pprinted height and time an
nd employed the plug-in to
ggenerate 5 diffferent slides, which
w
were prrojected into th
he
rresin individuaally. We measu
ured the heights of the printed
oobjects and callculated the errror between th
he printed heig
ght
aand the designeed height. As shown
s
in Tablle 1, the printin
ng
pprocess achiev
ved marginallly low errorss (rss = 1.6
63)
bbetween the designed
d
heigh
ht and printed
d height, which
vvalidated our polynomial mod
del in Equation
n 1.

Figuree 12: Experimen
nt data on the eeffect of mixturee ratio and
prrinted shape on
n the conductiviity of printed ob
bjects.

M
Mixing Resin wiith Conductive Gel

W
We experimentted with the co
onductivity (eleectric resistancce)
oof a mixture of resin and
d conductive gel, in whicch
cconductive gell has been widely
w
used in
n cosmetic an
nd
m
medical treatmeents. We identified two facto
ors that affect th
he
cconductivity off the printed objects:
o
the ratiio of conductiv
ve
ggel and photo--reactive resin,, and the shap
pe of the objecct.
F
Figure 12 illusttrates the resisttance change in
n printed objeccts
pproduced with 5-mintute projection exposurre. These objeccts
hhad different shapes (an equilateral triaangle with edge
length of 5cm,, a rectangle sizing
s
4cm x 3cm, and a fu
ull
ccircle with diameter of 5ccm) and a diifferent ratio of
m
mixture. We caan see a signifficant reductio
on in the electrric
rresistance alon
ng with the increase in prroportion of th
he
cconductive gell in the mixtu
ure, and the resistance
r
variies
aamong three different shapes.
O
Our results (deemonstrated in
n Figure 12) fu
urther suggested
thhat printed ressistance variess significantly among differeent
sshapes under the ratio of 1:3 and 1:2 (Gel:Resin). In
aaddition, the prrinted electric resistance
r
coulld easily achiev
ve
thhe insulating level (>10Mohm) using 1:3
3 mixture. Alsso,
thhe surface roughness increasses along with the increment of
thhe conductive gel in the mix
xture, as the miixture with mo
ore
cconductive gel has stronger effect
e
on light scattering. Th
hus
w
we decided to carry
c
on the reest of the experiments with th
he
11:2 mixture of conductive
c
gell and photo-reaactive resin.
M
Making Differe
ent Touch Sen
nsors

T
The various eleectric resistancces can providee interactivity to
thhese SLA-3D--printed objects, and objectts with differeent
rresistances can be created in different
d
shapees.

Fiigure 13: Printeed touch sensorrs in different sh
hapes.

The coonductive objeects can be cconnected to tthe normal
capacittive touch-sennsing circuit to form touuch sensor
circuitss, as shown in Figure 13.
WORK
KSHOP STUDY
Y

To furrther understannd how FusePrrint could be uused in the
proces s of design annd rapid protootyping, we coonducted a
series of empirical workshops by inviting uusers with
differeent backgroundds to use the FusePrint prrocess. We
adopteed the evaluation strategy followed by othher creative
system
ms [17, 25], annd procedures used by Buecchley et al.
[5] in eelectronic textiile for our evalluation.
Works
shop Participa
ants

Our w
workshops had a total 8 partticipants (one participant
per woorkshop), conssisting of five males and thrree females
with aages ranging from 20 too 32 years (M=23.25,
SD=2. 11). Prior to conducting the workshops, w
we collected
D printing.
the paarticipant's bacckground inforrmation in 3D
Two pparticipants seelf-rated as exxperts, four seelf-rated as
beginnners, and two hhad never tried 3D printing beefore.
Works
shop Apparatu
us

The woorkshops weree held in a fabrrication lab (100 m x 7 m)
in a loocal school, w
with various prrototyping toolls, such as
screwss, screwdriverss, drillers, etc. Each participaant worked
with a FusePrint setuup: an iPad 2 aand a stylus in the design
stage; a MacBook Prro connected too Optoma DLP
P projector
EH10660, and a resiin container w
with 500g ressin (Form1

(a))

(b)
(a)
(b)
Figurre 15: Printing a stand fitting the shape of thee phone.

(c))
(d)
Fig
gure 14: Printin
ng new parts forr toys.

C
Clear) in the printing stage; two pairs of tw
weezers, 100 ml
m
oof ethyl alcoho
ol in a bottle for
fo cleaning, on
ne UV light bo
ox
w
with 30W UV light tube, an
nd 3M #600 sandpaper
s
in th
he
ppost-processing
g stage. In ad
ddition, we provided
p
severral
eeveryday objeccts, such as stationaries, wateer bottles, plasttic
tooys, etc. Particcipants were also allowed to bring their ow
wn
oobjects to the workshop.
w
W
Workshop Pro
ocedure

T
The workshop was
w conducted
d in four sessions:
11. Introduction (20 minutes). The workshop
p facilitator gav
ve
a brief introducction of FusePrrint and the tecchnology of SL
LA
33D printing, and showed a few examp
ples of printed
ooutcomes. The objective was to give the paarticipants a briief
uunderstanding of the system
m and the technology. Th
he
pparticipants weere allowed to ask questio
ons at any tim
me
dduring the intro
oduction.
22. Guided Tassk (30 minutes). After bein
ng introduced to
F
FusePrint, the participants
p
were given a tuttorial on how to
uuse FusePrint to
t make a ring
g that matched
d his/her fingeer.
T
The participan
nts were asked
d to recreate this example to
ffamiliarize wiith the fabriccation processs. The activiity
inncluded creatin
ng the wrappin
ng that fit the finger,
f
designin
ng
thhe shape of th
he ring, printin
ng the ring witth the wrappin
ng,
ppost-processing
g the printed reesult.
33. Free Task (30–40 minutes)). Participants were
w encouraged
too freely explo
ore their own imagination
i
by
y using physiccal
oobjects in FuseePrint. They were allowed to
o use any objeccts
inn the workshop
p space. This session
s
was to provide insigh
hts
oon how FusePrint allowed useers to explore their
t
creativity.
44. Demo (10 minutes).
m
Afteer finishing thee free task, each
pparticipant waas asked to show his/herr result to th
he
w
workshop faciliitator, and expllain the design
n rationale.
T
The workshop
p process waas video reco
orded with th
he
pparticipants’ co
onsent. After the
t workshop, the participan
nts
aanswered a queestionnaire on their
t
impressio
ons of FusePrin
nt.
W
Workshop Outtcomes

W
We summarized the objectts printed by
y the worksho
op
pparticipants into three main th
hemes: making
g accessories for
f

(a)
(b)
Figurre 16: A printed
d conductive acccessory for thee glasses.

physicaal objects, addding interactiivity to physiccal objects,
and fittting details off pphysical objeccts. We will disscuss these
three tthemes by usinng the represenntative examples created
in the w
workshops.
Making
g Accessories ffor Physical Ob
bjects

While printing screw
w thread focusees on the more industrialorienteed application of FusePrint, the workshopp results of
makingg new parts for toys sugggested the aapplication
towardds personal enntertainment. T
There were tw
wo new toy
parts ccreated in thee workshops. In these two examples,
existinng parts of the ttoy (hand and body) were placed in the
resin (F
Figure 14a), soo the printed neew parts could fit into the
slots inn the original pparts (Figure 114b and 14c). A
As the two
toys w
were manufactuured from the same companny with the
same sstandard, the nnew parts couuld be swappeed between
two toyys to create new
w combinationns (Figure 14d)).
One feemale participaant (28 years oold) created a new stand
for herr mobile phonne. She drew thhe shape of thhe stand by
tracingg the edge of heer mobile (Figuure 15a) to maake sure the
slot fit the size of thee device well (F
Figure 15b).
Adding
g Interactivity to
o Physical Obje
ects

One interaction designer (finnal-year unddergraduate
majorinng in art andd interaction design with 3 years of
experieence in Proceessing and A
Arduino) creatted a tiny
accessoory for his gglasses using the mixture of photoreactivve resin and coonductive gel, tturning his glaasses into a
pair w ith touch-sensitive capabilitiies. Using a pllastic sheet
wrappeed around the earpiece of thhe glasses, he pprinted the
Touch sensor that coould be easily aand firmly attached to his
glassess (Figure 16a), and quickly developed an interactive
demo, as shown in Fiigure 16b.
He com
mmented that the functionaality of using a physical
object to shape the pprinted part thaat fit back ontoo the object
could sshorten the iteeration of protootyping for deesigners. In
theory,, they could quuickly create a nice proof off concept in
the firsst iteration, ass they would bbe able to focuus more on

(a)
(b
b)
(c)
Figure 17: A screw-assemblled hanging hoo
ok made in the
work
kshop

thhe functionaliity of the deesign instead of the tedious
m
modeling and printing
p
process.
F
Fitting Details of
o Physical Obje
ects

T
The most comm
mon usage of FusePrint
F
is to fit detailed parrts
oof physical objects. One 31-y
year-old male participant, wh
ho
is a mechanicaal engineer, crreated multiplee parts with M4
M
sscrew threads and assembleed them togeth
her with screw
ws
((Figure 17a). He
H screwed th
he assembled structure
s
into an
eexisting hole in
n the wall (Figu
ure 17b) and crreated a hook for
f
hhanging clothess (Figure 17c).. He commenteed that FusePriint
w
would be very
y useful in creating
c
tiny parts for hom
me
aappliances to fit
f with originaal parts, especiially those eassytoo-lose-but-not--easy-to-buy-n
new ones, su
uch as speciial
sscrews and screew bolts. He saaid it would bee time saving an
nd
ccost saving to set up FuseP
Print at home and make parrts
w
whenever he wants.
w
A
Another examp
ple was one customized bottle cap (Figure 18)
ccreated by one
o
28-year-o
old female participant.
p
Sh
he
m
mentioned thaat sometimes she wants to
o re-use plasttic
bbottles, and sh
he could use FusePrint
F
to personalize
p
theese
bbottles to differrentiate from others.
o
She alsso suggested th
hat
sshe could use this techniquee to create diifferent caps for
f
m
medicine bottlees for her vision
n-impaired graandmother.
Q
Quantitative an
nd Qualitative
e Results
In
ntuitiveness an
nd Learnability

P
Participants fou
und the softwaare interface an
nd the process of
pplacing physicaal objects easy
y to learn and
d intuitive. They
ccommented thaat the idea of diirectly placing objects in liqu
uid
rresin is “intuittive.” One parrticipant said, “using physiccal
oobjects [as refference] to dessign the printeed shape is veery
ssimilar to what I usually did
d in quick skettch design.” Th
he
qquantitative result of learna
ability of desig
gning shapes to
pprint received an average score of 4.25
5/5. All of th
he
pparticipants weere able to folllow the tutoriaal to create wellffitting rings wiithin 30 minutes. In the freee task, they weere
aable to generatte various ideaas and create new
n
objects wiith
eeveryday physiical objects.
O
On the other haand, the particip
pants’ commen
nts identified th
he
ppotential problems with the sketching interface. Questions
liike “Can I com
mbine differentt shapes to create new shapees?”
aand “Where exxactly should I put the ob
bject in the red
ccircle?” indicatted improvemeent could be done in the shap
pe
ddesign and the indication of th
he spot for objeect insertion.

(a)
(b)
Figu
ure 18: Customiized bottle cap m
made in the worrkshop
Usefuln
ness and Enga
agement

The paarticipants agreeed that the prrocess of direcctly placing
physicaal objects as molds is usseful and suggested the
applicaation in: mechaanical fabricatiion, toy designn, wearable
design , interactive syystem prototypping, etc. One participant
suggessted, “FusePriint would make it easy for disabled
peoplee to make a D
DIY prosthesiss that perfectlly fit their
bodies,,” which inndicates a potential appliication in
biomecchanics and heealthcare.
The aaverage ratingg for engageement was 44.5/5. One
experieenced 3D-prinnt practitioner ccommented: “II felt more
close to my printed pproduct in this pprocess than 33D printing,
becausse here the priinting time is sshorter, and yyou can get
involveed during the pprinting, but inn 3D printing, yyou can do
nothingg but just waatch and wait once pressingg the start
button..” In addition, participants fe
felt the processs was more
fun w
when given the freedom
m to explore different
possibiilities with diffferent objects, than the guided task.
DISCU
USSION
Compa
arison with Otther Methods

We coompared FuseP
Print with existting methods iin terms of
cost, time estimateed for fabriccating the ppen holder
(descriibed in FusePrint Process section),, printing
technoologies, produucts, types off inserted arttefact, the
modeliing process, and the reqquirement of tolerance
adjustm
ment in the harrdware, as shoown in Table 2. FusePrint
offers acceptable coost, and allow
ws intuitive skketch-based
modeliing of the connnection, insteead of requirinng accurate
scanninng/modeling toools. The compparison on tim
me spent for
fabricaating the desccribed pen eeliminated thee time for
measurring and modeeling, and showed that the S
SLA-based
FusePrrint outperform
med the FDM
M/SDM-based techniques
which could suffer frrom fabricatingg objects with llarge sizes.
While the existing F
FDM/SDM-bassed methods reequired the
ad-hocc tolerance addjustment on hhardware, the nature of
light-bbased fabricatioon in FusePrinnt eliminates thhis tedious
proces s. In addition, FusePrint adoppted the SLA ttechnology,
a diffeerent approachh with the exissting methods, which we
hope can potentiallly open up ffuture opportuunities for
innovaation in the areaa of rapid protootyping.
On thee other hand,, it may be ppossible to coonduct the
experim
ment of FussePrint with existing com
mmerciallyavailabble DLP-projeection-based 3D
D printers (i.ee. Kudo3D
Titan 1 [4] and B
B9 Creator [22]), but moddifying the
infrastrructure (i.e. reemoving the m
moving mechannics above

Cost
Time spent for
fabricating the pen holder
Printing Technology
Printed Object
Inserted Artefact
Physical Connection
Modeling
Tolerance Adjustment

FusePrint
~$650
~20 min with the
described settings

Encore [32]
Voxel8 [31]
Printed Optics [16]
~$350
~$550
~$20,000
~45 min with
~45 min with
~50 min with Objet
MakerBot
MakerBot
Eden260V [23]
Reprecator 2 [22] Reprecator 2 [22]
SLA
FDM
FDM
SDM
2.5D
3D
3D
3D
Physical objects & liquid 3D printed objects
Electronics
Electronics
with the same
material
Sketch-based modeling
High-end accurate scanning/modeling for surface connection
on tablet
Not required
Require ad-hoc adjustment.

Table 2: Comparison of FusePrint and existing methods for embracing physical objects in fabrication

the resin) and tuning the parameters (i.e. adjusting the
projection) of these commercial printers could be nontrivial without detailed technical specification from the
companies. In addition, there emerged more related
literature on customizing DLP-projection-based 3D printers
in the maker community than the commercial market. Thus,
it was more cost-and-time-effective for us to customize our
own projection setup for FusePrint than purchasing and
modifying commercial product. Lastly, FusePrint may seem
similar with clay molding at the first glance, but FusePrint
offers the possibility for setting up in the daily environment
with off-the-shelf DLP projectors, while clay molding
usually requires advanced manufacturing skills and
facilities, such as cutters and high-temperature ovens.
Limitation
Ease of Setup

The participants in the presented workshop studies were not
asked to set up the FusePrint system from scratch, thus the
ease of setup for FusePrint was not evaluated explicitly.
However, one participant mentioned it would be time
saving and cost saving to set up FusePrint at home. As one
future plan, we will investigate the set-up and the usage of
FusePrint in different settings, including home, school
fablabs, and maker spaces. Particularly, we would like to
investigate the ease for makers and hobbyists to replicate
the DIY process of collecting empirical data, tuning the
polynomial factors, setting up and using the FusePrint
system.
3D Fabrication

Our experiment showed that FusePrint is enable to fabricate
high-precision assembly mechanisms, including nonpermanent assembly (i.e. screw threads, which is essential
in valve structure) and permanent assembly (i.e. shaft-hole
sockets and pipes), without requiring high-end modeling
tools. However, the current setup of FusePrint has
limitations that prevent it from fabricating complex
structures, such as hollow or suspension structures. As the
next step, we will explore how to fabricate true 3D objects
with FusePrint, by carefully calibrating and coordinating
the top and the bottom projection. One other solution is to

parse the 3D models into multiple 2.5D parts, and print
them in sequence where the printed part can be inserted for
fabricating new parts, so that they can be assembled into 3D.
While the current FusePrint can produce user-acceptable
2.5D objects, shape distortion may occur when printing
different heights in the z axis. This is mainly due to the
difficulty of controlling light transmission in the liquid resin.
Lastly, users are required to use gloves while handling the
photo-reactive resin because touching the liquid resin can
“cause mild skin irritation for some people” [12].
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced FusePrint, a DIY 2.5D printing
technique exploring the possibility of inserting everyday
artifacts in SLA-based 2.5D printing. We experimented
with how lighting condition affected the height of a printed
object, derived a mathematical model, and applied it to the
software part of FusePrint. We also explored the
possibilities of inserting physical objects and conductive gel
into the printing process. The workshops on FusePrint
suggest the technique is easy to adapt for making objects
that fit well with existing ones, and users are highly
engaged in the printing process. More importantly, the
workshops revealed various possible applications of
FusePrint: mechanical fabrication, toy design, wearable
accessories, rapid prototyping for interactive system,
bioengineering, etc.
For the future work, we will further investigate the setup
and the usage of FusePrint in different contexts. Finally,
this fabrication process points to further investigation,
including integrating with traditional moulding technique,
fabricating true 3D objects, mixing different materials, and
empirical investigations of resulting characteristics (e.g.,
conductance, color, texture, and haptic properties).
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